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Abstract
Smart clothes can be described as textiles that change their behavior under some external
factors (stimulants). The response of the smart cloth can be passive (just as a sensor) or active
(where a combination of sensing and another reaction takes place). The materials involved
in these textiles are crucial for many applications, especially for health related applications
where the “wearables” can provide instantaneous monitoring and aid to people with certain
disabilities. This work consists of two main parts: First it investigates the different materials
used in smart clothing for monitoring the vital activities of the human body (e.g. the breathing
rates) with an emphasis on piezoresistive structures as they work sensing elements for mechanical strains. Second this work presents the production of functional membrane samples
based on synthesized pyrrolinone ester hydrazone dye with a preliminary investigation of
their chemical and geometrical parameters, especially their sensitivity for monitoring the
presence of ammonia to function as a smart textile based colorimetric chemosensor.
Key words: colorimetric chemosensor, electrospun membranes, functional dyes, piezoresistive sensors, smart clothing.

Introduction
The terms “smart” and “intelligent” textiles are commonly used interchangeably
in the literature to refer to those textiles
with the unique ability to change their
behavior under specific conditions where
the textile material senses and responds
to its environmental stimulant [1]. This
change in behaviour is connected with
external stimuli (which might be mechanical, chemical, thermal, optical,
magnetic, electric, etc.), and can be seen
as a change in the colour, shape, orientation of the structure, or polarity. In the literature, “passive smart textiles” are used
to refer to “functional” textiles. However, the functionality of these materials is
added by means of the material, composition, construction and/or finishing [1].
The main difference between “smart”
and “functional” textiles is that “functional textiles” do not need specific activation or stimulus as they are activated
(functional) all the time.
Smart textiles can be categorized according to different points of view, such as:
methods of manufacturing [2], applications [3] and stimulus that activates the
change. In this work smart materials will
be categorized according to the stimulant whether it is mechanical, chemical,
thermal or optical. Electronic-textiles
(e-textiles) form another class of clothes
that are traditionally called smart textiles, although they might not necessarily
react to external stimulants in the same
way as materials categorized accord-

ing to the definition above. On the other hand, e-textiles integrate electronic
components into the fibrous structure of
textiles to obtain an added functionality that cannot be performed by the textile alone. This integration, historically,
evolved under three stages, as shown in
Figure 1, where firstly the textile structure was utilised as a platform that carries
the different elements (e.g. power source,
output display and external connecting
wire). Later the textile became part of an
electric circuit using conductive yarns to
connect the other elements and replace
the external wires. Finally there is a tremendous research that tries to achieve
integration to deeper levels by having,
for example, fibrous power sources (e.g.
polymeric solar cells) as well as fibrous
output devices and conductive fibres for
the connection. The output devices in this
third category might not necessarily work
as traditional displays but it can indicate
its output by performing a different function such as a change in colour. This last
stage of integration represents its ultimate goal, where all the elements of the
“circuits” are represented in fibrous form
based on smart materials that react to external stimulants, such as the piezoelectric, thermochromic, shape memory and
mechanophoric [1].

The application of smart textiles varies
in many fields, and there is growing
research interest in their application in
the medical field. E-textiles are commonly used in rehabilitation with a continuous logging for physiological data,
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example, fibrous power sources (e.g. polymeric solar cells) as well as fibrous output devices and conductive
fibres for the connection. The output devices in this third category might not necessarily work as traditional
displays but it can indicate its output by performing a different function such as a change in colour. This last
stage of integration represents its ultimate goal, where all the elements of the “circuits” are represented in fibrous
form based on smart materials that react to external stimulants, such as the piezoelectric, thermochromic, shape
memory and mechanophoric [1].
to mechanical deformation. By use of
piezoelectric and piezoresistive sensors
for this application [4, 5], the recorded
electrical signal demonstrates a change
with the mechanical deformation during
breathing (e.g. chest or abdominal expansion), which affects the cross-sectional
area of the conductive element. A similar
mechanism that affects transmitted light
through optical fibres is also implemented in this application [6]. A third common category of materials used for this
breathing monitoring includes capacitor
Figure 1. Historical progress of integrating electronics within textile structures
based sensors, where mechanical deformation affects the capacitance of the
on of smart textiles varies in many fields, and there is growing research intereststructures
in theirused
application
[7-9].
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The application of smart textiles varies in many fields, and there is growing research interest in their application
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in the medical field. E-textiles are commonly used in rehabilitation with a continuous logging for physiological
together
data, where the sensors are integrated in the structure and are expected to monitor personal activity during
daily and distributed in a symmetric
mannerinin the atomic crystal, which leads
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an overall neutral charge. On the other
Figure 2, with multiple embedded sensors for recording electrocardiographic (ECG), electromyographicto(EMG),
hand, the application of the force affects
respiration and movement data, as well as with colour change indicators that consist of thermochromic
the symmetry of the structure, where the
structures.
positive and negative charges start to prefer one side of the crystal over the other,
leading to polarity in the crystal. Collecting the developed charges can be used as
an indicator of mechanical change, and
the signal collected can be used as a sensor for breathing. On the other hand, piezoresistive materials allow a change in
electric resistance during the application
of mechanical deformations. The application of a mechanical force results in
a change in the material’s cross-sectional
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Figure 2. Wearable unit with multiple sensing elements for continuous monitoring of physiological and movement data.
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Pyrrolinone ester intermediate (0.01 mol) is dissolved in 100 ml of ethanol during reflux, then the mixture is
externally cooled to 0 oC, and the solution of diazonium salt is added dropwise. The reaction mixture is stirred
in the temperature range 0 – 5 oC for 4 hours, then gradually warmed to room temperature and left overnight
under stirring. Precipitated dye was filtered off and washed with methanol and water. Final products were
recrystallised, characterised by elemental analysis, mass spectrometry and melting points. These results we
published earlier [25].

ing this space. The application of a mechanical force results in a change in the
distance between the capacitor’s plates,
hence a change in the capacitance within
the electric circuit and a variation in the
passing current.
The design of smart clothes with sensing components should consider many
factors, for instance, since the fabric
structure affects the sensitivity of measurement, it is more frequent to use elastic
materials that are able to deform during
mechanical loading (i.e. during breathing). Knitted fabrics [4, 5] as well as
woven structures [8] are applicable for
breathing monitoring; however, knitted structures show more conformity to
deformations than woven fabrics [11].
Because the monitoring of breathing
should be continuous for extended periods, the comfort and fit of the garment
are very important issues that should be
considered at the design stage. Also placing the sensors is crucial as they should
fit at specific locations with maximum
proximity to the chest and abdomen positions [7, 8, 11]. Experimental testing of
these systems usually apply different loading scenarios to mimic the variation of
breathing rates, rhythms and strength [4].
Chemosensors
The colorimetric chemosensors have become of special interest in detecting the
presence of ions and pH change as well as
in the monitoring of toxic species, as they
change their colour according to the existence of stimulants [12-18]. The growing priority of these materials is increasing due to their great need in health care,
environmental conservation, and for human prosperity in the 21st century. Many
techniques are used for detecting pH
changes, such as microelectrodes [19],
acid-base indicator titration, and potentiometric titration [20]. The most common
problematic point in these techniques is
their complication of processing or high
cost of application. Thus colorimetric
chemosensors provide a reliable alternative because of their simplicity in monitoring ions or pH change with the naked
eyes without any complicated instruments. Moreover these sensors are also
cheap and have high sensitivity levels
[21-22], which have proved to be useful
in many applications and prevented danger in various fields [23-24].
Functional membranes
For better sensing elements, the sensor
should be exposed to a high degree of
FIBRES & TEXTILES in Eastern Europe 2017, Vol. 25, 5(125)
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the stimulant applied, which is known in
electrical circuit terminology as a high
signal to noise ratio (SNR). This high
degree of exposure can be achieved over
a bigger surface of contact between the
smart material (i.e. sensor) and external
stimulant (e.g. temperature). Fortunately
nano-scale structures allow a bigger surface to volume ratio when compared to
micro or macro-scales of the same material. Polymeric solutions can be processed through electrospinning to form
fibres that have diameters in the nanometer range (about 100 nm). In the electrospinning process, the polymer solution is
exposed to a high voltage electric field
that creates competition between the
internal forces within the solution (e.g.
surface tension) and external electric
forces (e.g. polar forces). Once the external forces exceed a certain limit, droplets
of the polymer solution start to attenuate
and fly to the counter electrode, allowing the solvent to evaporate during the
flight time, and the solid fibres formed
can be collected. The nanofibres produced usually have mean diameters below 500 nm and are deposited randomly
on the collector to form a membrane.
Mixing a functional compound with the
polymer in its solution before solidification allows the production of functional
membranes that adopt the characteristics
of polymer and the functionality of the
compound, as demonstrated in the following sections.

Experimental
A functional dye that showed sensitivity
to the pH of its environment was synthesized and used in this study. The functional hydrazone dye was prepared via
a procedure that depends on diazo-coupling on pyrrolinone ester intermediate.

Synthesis of hydrazone dye
The synthesis of the hydrazone dye was
based on a diazo-coupling reaction prepared by the formation of diazonium salt
and coupling with pyrrolinone ester, as
demonstrated in Figure 3. The synthesis procedure was reported in our previous work [25-26], and it can be briefly
described here: it is started by dissolving 2-amino-5-nitrophenol (0.01 mol)
in concentrated HCl (35%, 4 ml) and
30 ml of water through stirring. Then the
mixture is cooled (external cooling) to a
temperature between 0-5 °C, and 10 ml
of 1M NaNO2 is added dropwise for a period of 30 minutes. The mixture is stirred
for another 40 minutes at 0-5 °C, and
iodid-starch paper is used to check the
excess of nitrous, which is destroyed by
adding traces of sulphamic acid. When
the reaction is completed, a solution of
the diazonium compound is used for the
next coupling reaction.
Pyrrolinone ester intermediate (0.01 mol)
is dissolved in 100 ml of ethanol during
reflux, then the mixture is externally
cooled to 0 °C, and the solution of diazonium salt is added dropwise. The reaction mixture is stirred in the temperature
range 0-5 °C for 4 hours, then gradually warmed to room temperature and left
overnight under stirring. Precipitated dye
was filtered off and washed with methanol
and water. Final products were recrystallised, characterised by elemental analysis,
mass spectrometry and melting points.
These results we published earlier [25].
Functional nano-membrane
preparation

Hydrazone dye was used at different
concentrations (0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 wt%)
as a colorant for polymer solutions,
which were electrospun later to form
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Table 1. Colour data and effect of ammonia concentration on colour parameters.
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tional dye) that were produced at different concentrations of the dye. Figure 5
shows micrographs of the samples at a
similar magnification level, and by analysing the SEM images of these samples
the fibre diameter distribution was calculated. A Matlab software algorithm was
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